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Selecting a Problem
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“A successful person isn’t 
necessarily better than her less 

successful peers at solving 
problems; her pattern‐recognition 

facilities have just learned what 
problems are worth solving.” 

  
– Ray Kurzweil  
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How to Recognize Patterns?
With training! 
You need practice seeing what others currently view 
as important problems… 

- Requires reading lots of new papers 

…and you need to see which papers have had long 
term impact 

- Requires learning the history of your field and its seminal papers
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The Best CS Research…
Explores problems that: 
Explain the behavior of algorithms, systems, 
protocols, etc 

Your goal should not be to build the fastest X or 
show how to break protocol Z 
Instead your goal should be to understand the 
principles that make X faster/better/more accurate or 
why be able to explain why Z has a fundamental flaw
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Good Questions
How…? 
Why…? 
In what situations…? 
Under what conditions…? 

The answers won’t be yes/no!
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Good Problems
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“I skate to where the puck is going 
to be, not where it has been. ” 

  
– Wayne Gretzky  
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Good Problems

Not easy to do… but might as well try!
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“I skate to where the puck is going 
to be, not where it has been. ” 

  
– Wayne Gretzky  
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My NSDI 2007 paper…
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Black-box and Gray-box Strategies for Virtual Machine Migration

Timothy Wood, Prashant Shenoy, Arun Venkataramani, and Mazin Yousif†
Univ. of Massachusetts Amherst †Intel, Portland

Abstract
Virtualization can provide significant benefits in data centers
by enabling virtual machine migration to eliminate hotspots.
We present Sandpiper, a system that automates the task of mon-
itoring and detecting hotspots, determining a new mapping of
physical to virtual resources and initiating the necessary mi-
grations. Sandpiper implements a black-box approach that is
fully OS- and application-agnostic and a gray-box approach
that exploits OS- and application-level statistics. We imple-
ment our techniques in Xen and conduct a detailed evaluation
using a mix of CPU, network and memory-intensive applica-
tions. Our results show that Sandpiper is able to resolve sin-
gle server hotspots within 20 seconds and scales well to larger,
data center environments. We also show that the gray-box
approach can help Sandpiper make more informed decisions,
particularly in response to memory pressure.

1 Introduction

Data centers—server farms that run networked
applications—have become popular in a variety of
domains such as web hosting, enterprise systems, and
e-commerce sites. Server resources in a data center
are multiplexed across multiple applications—each
server runs one or more applications and application
components may be distributed across multiple servers.
Further, each application sees dynamic workload fluc-
tuations caused by incremental growth, time-of-day
effects, and flash crowds [1]. Since applications need
to operate above a certain performance level specified
in terms of a service level agreement (SLA), effective
management of data center resources while meeting
SLAs is a complex task.

One possible approach for reducing management com-
plexity is to employ virtualization. In this approach, ap-
plications run on virtual servers that are constructed us-
ing virtual machines, and one or more virtual servers are
mapped onto each physical server in the system. Vir-

tualization of data center resources provides numerous
benefits. It enables application isolation since malicious
or greedy applications can not impact other applications
co-located on the same physical server. It enables server
consolidation and provides better multiplexing of data
center resources across applications. Perhaps the biggest
advantage of employing virtualization is the ability to
flexibly remap physical resources to virtual servers in
order to handle workload dynamics. A workload in-
crease can be handled by increasing the resources allo-
cated to a virtual server, if idle resources are available
on the physical server, or by simply migrating the vir-
tual server to a less loaded physical server. Migration is
transparent to the applications and all modern virtual ma-
chines support this capability [6, 15]. However, detect-
ing workload hotspots and initiating a migration is cur-
rently handled manually. Manually-initiated migration
lacks the agility to respond to sudden workload changes;
it is also error-prone since each reshuffle might require
migrations or swaps of multiple virtual servers to rebal-
ance system load. Migration is further complicated by
the need to consider multiple resources—CPU, network,
and memory—for each application and physical server.

To address this challenge, this paper studies automated
black-box and gray-box strategies for virtual machine
migration in large data centers. Our techniques automate
the tasks of monitoring system resource usage, hotspot
detection, determining a new mapping and initiating the
necessary migrations. More importantly, our black-box
techniques can make these decisions by simply observ-
ing each virtual machine from the outside and without
any knowledge of the application resident within each
VM. We also present a gray-box approach that assumes
access to a small amount of OS-level statistics in addition
to external observations to better inform the migration al-
gorithm. Since a black-box approach is more general by
virtue of being OS and application-agnostic, an impor-
tant aspect of our research is to understand if a black-
box approach alone is sufficient and effective for hotspot

Proposed techniques for more efficiently and 
dynamically managing servers in a data center 

- Some good ideas 
- Some pretty bad ideas (clear issues for how it modeled the 

combined load of different resource types)
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1 Introduction

Data centers—server farms that run networked
applications—have become popular in a variety of
domains such as web hosting, enterprise systems, and
e-commerce sites. Server resources in a data center
are multiplexed across multiple applications—each
server runs one or more applications and application
components may be distributed across multiple servers.
Further, each application sees dynamic workload fluc-
tuations caused by incremental growth, time-of-day
effects, and flash crowds [1]. Since applications need
to operate above a certain performance level specified
in terms of a service level agreement (SLA), effective
management of data center resources while meeting
SLAs is a complex task.

One possible approach for reducing management com-
plexity is to employ virtualization. In this approach, ap-
plications run on virtual servers that are constructed us-
ing virtual machines, and one or more virtual servers are
mapped onto each physical server in the system. Vir-

tualization of data center resources provides numerous
benefits. It enables application isolation since malicious
or greedy applications can not impact other applications
co-located on the same physical server. It enables server
consolidation and provides better multiplexing of data
center resources across applications. Perhaps the biggest
advantage of employing virtualization is the ability to
flexibly remap physical resources to virtual servers in
order to handle workload dynamics. A workload in-
crease can be handled by increasing the resources allo-
cated to a virtual server, if idle resources are available
on the physical server, or by simply migrating the vir-
tual server to a less loaded physical server. Migration is
transparent to the applications and all modern virtual ma-
chines support this capability [6, 15]. However, detect-
ing workload hotspots and initiating a migration is cur-
rently handled manually. Manually-initiated migration
lacks the agility to respond to sudden workload changes;
it is also error-prone since each reshuffle might require
migrations or swaps of multiple virtual servers to rebal-
ance system load. Migration is further complicated by
the need to consider multiple resources—CPU, network,
and memory—for each application and physical server.

To address this challenge, this paper studies automated
black-box and gray-box strategies for virtual machine
migration in large data centers. Our techniques automate
the tasks of monitoring system resource usage, hotspot
detection, determining a new mapping and initiating the
necessary migrations. More importantly, our black-box
techniques can make these decisions by simply observ-
ing each virtual machine from the outside and without
any knowledge of the application resident within each
VM. We also present a gray-box approach that assumes
access to a small amount of OS-level statistics in addition
to external observations to better inform the migration al-
gorithm. Since a black-box approach is more general by
virtue of being OS and application-agnostic, an impor-
tant aspect of our research is to understand if a black-
box approach alone is sufficient and effective for hotspot

Nice to get lots of citations…
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1 Introduction

Data centers—server farms that run networked
applications—have become popular in a variety of
domains such as web hosting, enterprise systems, and
e-commerce sites. Server resources in a data center
are multiplexed across multiple applications—each
server runs one or more applications and application
components may be distributed across multiple servers.
Further, each application sees dynamic workload fluc-
tuations caused by incremental growth, time-of-day
effects, and flash crowds [1]. Since applications need
to operate above a certain performance level specified
in terms of a service level agreement (SLA), effective
management of data center resources while meeting
SLAs is a complex task.

One possible approach for reducing management com-
plexity is to employ virtualization. In this approach, ap-
plications run on virtual servers that are constructed us-
ing virtual machines, and one or more virtual servers are
mapped onto each physical server in the system. Vir-

tualization of data center resources provides numerous
benefits. It enables application isolation since malicious
or greedy applications can not impact other applications
co-located on the same physical server. It enables server
consolidation and provides better multiplexing of data
center resources across applications. Perhaps the biggest
advantage of employing virtualization is the ability to
flexibly remap physical resources to virtual servers in
order to handle workload dynamics. A workload in-
crease can be handled by increasing the resources allo-
cated to a virtual server, if idle resources are available
on the physical server, or by simply migrating the vir-
tual server to a less loaded physical server. Migration is
transparent to the applications and all modern virtual ma-
chines support this capability [6, 15]. However, detect-
ing workload hotspots and initiating a migration is cur-
rently handled manually. Manually-initiated migration
lacks the agility to respond to sudden workload changes;
it is also error-prone since each reshuffle might require
migrations or swaps of multiple virtual servers to rebal-
ance system load. Migration is further complicated by
the need to consider multiple resources—CPU, network,
and memory—for each application and physical server.

To address this challenge, this paper studies automated
black-box and gray-box strategies for virtual machine
migration in large data centers. Our techniques automate
the tasks of monitoring system resource usage, hotspot
detection, determining a new mapping and initiating the
necessary migrations. More importantly, our black-box
techniques can make these decisions by simply observ-
ing each virtual machine from the outside and without
any knowledge of the application resident within each
VM. We also present a gray-box approach that assumes
access to a small amount of OS-level statistics in addition
to external observations to better inform the migration al-
gorithm. Since a black-box approach is more general by
virtue of being OS and application-agnostic, an impor-
tant aspect of our research is to understand if a black-
box approach alone is sufficient and effective for hotspot

But why are some people still doing the same thing 
10+ years later?
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New and Old
Of course you should read and cite “old” work! 

- In CS, we often forget about things older than ~7 years 

But you should do more than just iterate on it! 

Think about what has changed… 
- Underlying technologies 
- Workloads of users / data 
- Advances in algorithms or modeling techniques 

Use these advances to make a bigger change 
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Change
In fact, most 
current citations 
focus on a 
different 
platform/
environment/
metric
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Reading 1
A Guide to Increased Creativity in Research — 

Inspiration or Perspiration? 
by C. Loehle, in Bioscience February 1990 

13

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.  Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

A Guide to Increased Creativity in Research--Inspiration or Perspiration?
Loehle, Craig
Bioscience; Feb 1990; 40, 2;  Research Library Core
pg. 123
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Medawar Zone
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Payoff of
Success

Probability  
of Success

Distance from current knowledge
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Medawar Zone
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Payoff of
Success

Probability  
of Success

Expected 
Value

Distance from current knowledge
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Other Useful Tips?
Don’t be an expert 
Develop courage 
Don’t read the literature? 
Pick a fight / where is the smoke? 
Writing as brain dumps 

Read to find out!
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Finding the Frontier
New results that don’t have a clear explanation yet 
Opportunities provided by… 

- Changing hardware 
- New algorithms 
- New modeling frameworks or fundamental results 

The convergence of two fields 
New applications of your field to another 

17
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"Good research is done with a 
shovel, not with tweezers... 

You should find an area 
where you can get a lot out of it 

fast.”  
  

– Roger Needham   
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Pick the right problem… for you!
What are your strengths? 

- Algorithmic, implementation, experimental, analytic, etc 

Why will you be able to solve this problem more 
effectively than most other people?

19
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Pick the right problem… for you!
What are your strengths? 

- Algorithmic, implementation, experimental, analytic, etc 

Why will you be able to solve this problem more 
effectively than most other people? 

Bad answers: 
- “I’m smarter than most people!”  (Sorry, but this is unlikely) 
- “I will work harder and longer!”  (Unlikely and can hurt the other 

parts of your life)
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“Always have a secret weapon — the 
biggest computer, a problem imported 
from another field that others haven't 

heard of yet, a fact you stumbled on by 
being curious about everything, a friend 
who is smarter than you are. Anything, in 

short, that will give you an unfair 
advantage in getting there first.  

– Herbert Simon
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A necessary ingredient…
Pick a project that matches your personal interests 
Research takes a long time 

- You need to stay motivated and interested in the topic! 

Maintaining your enthusiasm is important 
- For yourself 
- For convincing others to join / help you 

But keep in mind... 
- You might be being funded by a research grant with specific 

goals / deliverables. You probably do not have complete freedom 
(yet!)

22
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Typical Research Timeline
Where does idea come from? 
What do you do first? 
How long to design and test your solution? 
How long to write a paper? 
How long until paper is reviewed? 

23
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Typical Research Timeline
Where does idea come from? 

- From advisor, from literature 

What do you do first? 
- read a lot about the problem, learn about tools/implementation aspects, write list of 

contributions, talk to your advisor, do motivational experiments 

How long to design and test your solution? 
- 0.5-2 years 

How long to write a paper? 
- 2-6 weeks often last minute.  Better to start early! 

How long until paper is reviewed? 
- 4 months, might take multiple submissions to be accepted 

24
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Research Problem Framework
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A framework for CS research problems

System Task

Environment

Behavior

Source: Paul R. Cohen (1995). Empirical Methods for Artificial Intelligence. MIT Press.

From Paul R. Cohen, Empirical Methods for Artificial Intelligence. MIT Press 1995
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System
The thing you “built” 
Could be anything: 

- a new operating system 
- a new ML inference algorithm 
- a new NLP framework 
- a wireless network management 

algorithm 

This part of the research is 
fully under your control
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A framework for CS research problems

System Task

Environment

Behavior

Source: Paul R. Cohen (1995). Empirical Methods for Artificial Intelligence. MIT Press.
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Task
The “work” to be done 
This is an input to your system: 

- Incoming requests to a web server 
- The type of query to a DB 
- The input data be analyzed by your 

algorithm 

This is under the control of 
the user of your system
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A framework for CS research problems

System Task

Environment

Behavior

Source: Paul R. Cohen (1995). Empirical Methods for Artificial Intelligence. MIT Press.
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Environment
The surroundings that affect  
both the task and the system 

- Available CPU and memory 
- The network characteristics 

This is can’t be controlled 
by anyone  

- (although you may be able to vary it 
during experiments or problem 
selection)
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A framework for CS research problems

System Task

Environment

Behavior

Source: Paul R. Cohen (1995). Empirical Methods for Artificial Intelligence. MIT Press.
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Behavior
How does the system behave 
for a particular task and 
environment? 

- Your class project should focus on 
this type of behavior! 

You should evaluate how the 
- system, task, and environment 

affect the behavior
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A framework for CS research problems

System Task

Environment

Behavior

Source: Paul R. Cohen (1995). Empirical Methods for Artificial Intelligence. MIT Press.
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Your Research
With a partner: 

- Read each other’s project 
descriptions 

- Discuss what part of your 
research is the… 

System: your solution 
Task: inputs controlled by 
user of system 
Environment: parameters 
potentially beyond your 
control

30

A framework for CS research problems

System Task

Environment

Behavior

Source: Paul R. Cohen (1995). Empirical Methods for Artificial Intelligence. MIT Press.

Behavior: metrics you 
want to study or 
understand when the 
above 3 change

15 minutes?
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